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Abstract-There are numerous reasons for which concrete has
become the most widely used construction material in buildings,
one of them being its availability in different types, such as fiberreinforced, lightweight, high strength, conventional and selfcompacting concrete. This advantage is specially realized in highrise building construction, where common construction practice
is to use concretes of different types or strength classes in slabs
and columns. Columns in such structures are generally made
from concrete which is higher in compressive strength than the
one used in floors or slabs. This raises issue of selection of
concrete strength that should be used for estimating column
capacity. Current paper tries to address this issue by testing nine
(09) sandwich column specimens under axial loading. The floor
concrete portion of the sandwich column was made of normal
strength concrete, whereas column portions from comparatively
higher strength concrete. Test results show that aspect ratio (h/b)
influences the effective concrete strength of such columns. A
previously adopted methodology of composite material analogy
with some modifications has been found to predict well the
capacity of columns where variation in floor and concrete
strength is significant.
Keywords-composite material analogy; sandwich columns;
corner columns; axial loading

I.

of column to floor concrete strength fcc' fcs' is limited to 1.4.
Requirements of ACI are based on [3] and state:
When

INTRODUCTION

There are many reasons for which concrete has become the
most widely used building construction material. Concrete’s
ability to shape into any structural form, easy accessibility of its
constituent materials and liberty of selecting among its various
types, for example, fiber-reinforced, lightweight, high strength,
conventional and self-compacting are few worth mentioning
reasons. This choice of selection of different grades/types of
concrete favors its application also in high-rise building
www.etasr.com

construction. Concrete compressive strength used in
construction has been increasing over the years and strengths
up to 20ksi (138MPa) and more have been used in the industry,
especially in columns of high-rise buildings [1]. The use of
high strength concrete column sections along the height, with
higher-strength concrete placed in lower stories, results in
additional savings associated with repetitive use of formwork.
Compared to columns, high strength concrete is not required in
floor/slab region of a framed structure. Also, economy and
space requirements in high-rise building construction force
designers to select concretes of different types/strength classes
for slabs and columns. In such a state, presence of two different
grades of concrete in slab-column region raises issue of
selection of concrete strength fc' to be used in (2) for estimating
column capacity. ACI-318 [2] addresses the issue of variation
in strengths of column and floor concretes in its section 10.12,
where it recommends no special measures as long as the ratio

fcc' fcs' £ 1.4

(1-a)

fce' = fcc' (for interior, corner & edge columns)

When

fcc' fcs' > 1.4

(1-b)

fce' = fcs'

The maximum concentric load carrying capacity of the
column can be obtained by adding the contribution of the
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concrete, calculated by (Ag - Ast )0.85 fc' , and the contribution
of the steel ( Ast fy ) . The value of 0.85 fc' instead of fc' is used
in the calculations. ACI recommends this value on the basis of
564 tests on columns carried out during 1927 to 1933 at Lehigh
and Illinois universities [4]. The nominal concentric load
capacity of a column Po can be expressed as:
Po = 0.85 fc' ( Ag - Ast ) + Ast fy

(2)

Rearranging (2), effective strength of concrete fce' can be
defined as
fce' =

Po - Ast fy
0.85 ( Ag - Ast )

In [3, 5-10], researchers tried to address this subject and
proposed different expressions and solutions. Few of these
studies are discussed here to justify the proposed solution
presented later in the paper.
Author in [5] tested six specimens with aspect ratio h/b of
0.7 to understand the load transfer mechanism of high strength
concrete column through a layer of lower strength slab concrete
and to determine the effects of confinement on behavior of slab
concrete. Treating the specimens as composite materials, he
used mechanics of materials approach for developing (3) to
calculate the effective concrete strength.
fce' = 2.0lG

fcc' fcs'

(3)

fcc' + fcs'

where, lG = 0.9,1.0,1.25 for corner, edge & interior columns
respectively. Authors in [11] proposed (4) for computing
effective concrete strength of a sandwich column and
concluded that current ACI provisions for fcc' fcs' > 1.4 are
overly conservative for edge and corner columns. Their results
were based on tests conducted on 54 sandwich column
specimens.

fce' = fcs' + A ( fcc' - fcs' )
where A 

1
h

 0.4  2.66 
b


(4)
.

Authors in [7] investigated the effects of aspect ratio h/band
column rectangularity on the effective concrete strength fce' of
high strength concrete corner columns intersected by weaker
slabs. The aspect ratio varied from 0.3 to 1.14 with maximum
12600psi (87MPa) concrete strength. They concluded that it
would be inaccurate to not consider aspect ratio in estimating
the effective compressive strength of joint. Using mechanics of
material approach like [5], authors in [12] suggest (5), a design
expression for prediction of interior column capacity. They are
of the opinion that the composite material analogy can be
www.etasr.com
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effectively applied for the theoretical analysis of the problem
associated with estimating column capacity. However, like [5],
their suggested equation also does not acknowledge the effect
of aspect ratio.
3

fce' = 2.0lG

3

fcc' ´ 3 fcs'

3

fcc' +

3

fcs'

(5)

where lG = 1.07 .
All mentioned studies signify the importance of aspect ratio
h/b and composite material analogy approach. Expressions
proposed by some researchers are based on this approach but
are independent of aspect ratio, whereas expression proposed
in[11] is based on regression analysis rather mechanics of
material approach.
II.

EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM AND TEST SETUP

The experimental program included the testing of nine
sandwiched column specimens in direct compression, as these
specimens adequately model the corner column slab joint [5,
7]. Specimens were divided into three groups A, B and C,
having three specimens in each group, each group had different
ratio of column to floor concrete strength. Specimens in each
group had slab/floor layer of 4, 6 and 8 inches (102, 152 and
203mm). Slab portions were sandwiched between two column
ends made up of comparatively lower strength concrete than
the one used in column ends. Specimen with 4 inch (102mm)
thick slab layer had aspect ratio h/b of 0.67 - typical to that of
flat plate floor system, whereas those with 6 inch (152mm) and
8 inch (203mm) thick layer developed an aspect ratio of 1 and
1.33 respectively. Figure 1 shows the rest of the features of
specimens in all groups. All specimens were tested in axial
compression in a 2000kN capacity compression testing
machine. First, the test specimens were installed in the testing
machine, centered carefully to avoid any flexural stresses
resulting from accidental eccentricity. Strain gauges applied to
main reinforcement in slab region to monitor their performance
under load were connected to the data logger. Three cylinders
cast from the column concrete and slab concrete batches were
tested first to obtain the axial compressive strength. This was
followed by compressive testing of sandwich column
specimens. Before testing, elastic pads were placed between
specimen and machine loading plates to avoid damage to
column ends. The load was applied in increments of 50kN.
During the test, specimen behavior was carefully monitored,
cracks were marked on their appearance along with load
readings. Strain gauge readings were also recorded after each
load increment. After specimen failure, the crushed concrete
around the failure area was removed to observe the behavior of
the reinforcement. A typical test setup is shown in Figure 2(a).
III.

TEST RESULTS

Test results confirm the established behavior of axially
loaded columns, specimens in current experimental work failed
due to buckling of the longitudinal bars and crushing of slab
concrete. The buckling of longitudinal bars and crushing of
slab concrete (see Figure 2(b)) took place almost
simultaneously and suddenly. Although, at the beginning,
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sm
maller cracks apppeared in thee column endss near loading plates
of testing machiine, however the cracks whhich were thee main
cauuse of failure appeared lateer in the floorr concrete areea and
proogressed vertiically until aafter spalling of cover conncrete.
Sppecimens with higher aspect ratios (h/b) faailed at lower loads,
sugggesting that aaspect ratio dooes influence tthe column cappacity
thuus confirming the findings of previous sstudies [7, 10]]. The
tesst results for alll specimens arre presented inn Table I.

V
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ecy = efy ´

2747
Lf
b

+ emy ´

Lm
b

If we assumee that the stresses in the com
mposite, matrixx and
fibeer are all equall then above equation reducees to:

Lf
Lm
1
my
+
=
Ey
b ´ E fy b ´ Emy

(6)

From Figure 3, it would seeem that the asssumption of equal
streesses is valid because equiilibrium requires that the fforces
must be equal foor the series aarrangement aand both fiberr and
t the y-direcction.
mattrix blocks hhave equal arreas normal to
Sim
mplifying andd using sanddwich columnn’s notations, (6)
beccomes:
Ey =

bEs Ecc
h(Ecc - Es ) + Esb

Modulus of eelasticity is prroportional to the square rooot of
com
mpressive strenngth. Here forr the sake of ssimplicity andd with
littlle margin of eerror, it is takken proportionnal to compreessive
Fig. 1.

L
Longitudinal& crooss sectional detaails of specimens

IV.

streength i.e. Ec a fc' or fc' .

COMPOSITEE MATERIAL AN
NALOGY

Proposed equuation (3) in [5] is based oon the principples of
com
mposite matterial. The same approoach with some
moodifications is presented herre. The basic pprinciple or annalogy
is tthat the colum
mn with two diifferent gradess of concrete sshould
behhave like com
mposite materiaal made of two kinds of maaterial.
Coomposites are preferred foor applicationn as they result in
favvorable properrties - fibrous composite is oone typical example
[133]. Figure 3(aa) shows thee representativve volume element
(RV
RVE) having ddimensions “bb” and simplee states of stress in
eleementary mecchanics of maaterials modeels. Comparison or
sim
milarities of R
RVE and a sanndwich columnn (Figure 3(b)) with
eacch other, alongg with equivallent homogenoous material (F
Figure
3(cc)) with effecctive transversse modulus of elasticityሺܧ
ܧ௬ ሻ are
higghlighted in F
Figure 3. Ackknowledging the significannce of
asppect ratio (h/bb), RVE is asssigned dimenssions of unit width
“b””. Unlike fibroous compositee (RVE), wherre fibers are hheld or
em
mbedded by weaker
w
matrixx, weaker slaabs are sandw
wiched
bettween strongeer column endss in this analoogy. When thee RVE
or sandwich coluumn is subjeccted to transveerse normal sttressσy
b the
as shown in Fiigure 3(a), thhe response is governed by
metric compattibility
efffective transvverse moduluus Ey. Geom
reqquires that thee total transveerse compositte displacemennt dcy
muust be equal to the sum of the corressponding transsverse
dissplacements inn the fibers d fy and the matrixx dmy .

ecyb = efy Lf + emy Lm
Using definittion of Hook’ss Law:

fy'
Ey

www.etasrr.com

=

ffy'
E fy

´

Lf
b

+

'
fmy

Emy

´

Lmy
b

fce'e =

bfcc'c fcs'

h ( fcc' - fcs' ) + fcs' b

 fce' =

fcc' fcs'
h '
( f - fcs' ) + fcs's
b ccc

(7)

wheere (h/b≤1). Condition off h/b≤1 is im
mposed to (77) for
com
mposite actionn to exist.
V.

ULTS ANALYSIS
S
RESU

It iss believed thaat sandwich coolumns adequaately model corner
coluumn slab joinnts. Therefore previous dataa of sandwichh and
corrner columns have been used
u
for anaalysis purposees by
diffferent researchhers [3, 5-6, 11-12,
1
14]. Foor corner coluumns,
AC
CI-318 recomm
mends the usse of puddle concrete or llower
valuue of concreete strength, if
i the ratio oof column to slab
conncrete strengthhs fcc' fcs' exceeds 1.4. If thhis ratio is lesss than
or eequal to 1.4, nno measures arre suggested.
Results of efffective concrrete strength fce' , followingg the
AC
CI approach annd the proposeed one are preesented in Tabble II.
Figgure 4 shows apparent cooncrete strenggth of currentt and
prevvious sampless plotted againnst the calculatted values by ACI3188 and proposeed equation. The
T theoreticall line at 45o iss also
draw
wn to these plots along witth the data poiints. From Tabble II
withh overall test tto prediction rratio of 1.38, tthe ACI equatiion is
fouund to be too cconservative, particularly foor ratios of fcc'c fcs'
greater than 1.5. The effective strength calcuulated fce' usinng the
new
wly proposed (7) has shoown good coorrelation withh the
appparent strengthh fcp' of tested samples. Withh an average ttest to
predicted ration of 1.29 and standard deviiation of 0.288, the
much safer thaan the
prooposed design equation apppears to be m
exissting code equuation.
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(a)
Fig. 2.

(b)

(a) Test seetup, (b) Failure of specimen in slabb region

(a) RVE (b) Sandwich colum
mn as composite m
material (c) Equivaalent homogenous material

TABL
LE I.
S
Specimen
Top
column
Concreete
strengthh Slab
psi (MP
Pa)
Bottom
column
lb
Pt
kN
psi
fcp'
MPa

(c)

((b)

(a)
Fig. 3..

2748

SCA- 4

182700
812.69
3665.47
25.27

fcc' fcs'

SCA-6

SCA-8

TEST R
RESULTS

SCB-44

SCB-6

SCB-8

SCC
C-4

SCC-6

60082 (41.93)

7754 (53.46)

27725 (18.79)

2249 (15.51)

2857 (19.7))

60020 (41.51)

7105 (48.99)

5556 (38.322)

177244
788.42
3480.81
24

1773692
772.62
33360.59
223.17

194741
866.255
4073
28.088

2.22

190545
847.59
3931
27.10

SCC-8

5342 (36.844)

187115
832.33
3814.9
26.3

171163
761.37
32775
22.59

3.3

165195
734.82
3073
21.19

163865
728.91
3028
20.88

1.91

fcp' fcs'

1.34

1.28

1.23

1.81

1.75

1.696

1.115

1.08

1.06

h/b

0.67

1

1.33

0.67

1

1.33

0.667

1

1.33

Fig. 4.
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Concrete strenngth graphs
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TABLE II.
Specimen
series

fcc' (psi)
6051
6051
6051
7430
7430
7430
5449
5449
5449

A

B

C

VI.
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RATIO OF APPARENT TO EFFECTIVE CONCRETE STRENGTH

ACI 318-11

fcp' (psi)

fcs' (psi)
2725
2725
2725
2249
2249
2249
2857
2857
2857
Mean
Standard deviation

fcp' fce'

fce' (psi)

fcp' fce'

2725
2725
2725
2249
2249
2249
2857
2857
2857

1.35
1.28
1.23
1.70
1.81
1.75
1.15
1.08
1.06
1.38
0.28

3329
2725
2725
2921
2249
2249
3389
2857
2857

1.10
1.28
1.23
1.31
1.81
1.75
0.97
1.08
1.06
1.29
0.28

CONCLUSIONS

 Specimens of all series confirm that the effective strength of
an axially loaded column intervened by lower strength
concrete floor is influenced by its aspect ratio h/b.
 As the aspect ratio increases, the effective strength of the
joint decreases.
 The ACI 318, Section 10.12, provisions for

fcc'

fcs'

> 1.4

are overly conservative for corner columns.
 Mechanics of composite materials can be used to predict
the response of slab-column joints to axial loads. The
proposed expression (7) can safely be used for predicting
the effective concrete strength of axially loaded corner
columns.
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